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Welcome to
Reliance Laundry
Reliance Laundry Equipment
is a market leader in the
supply and service of
commercial laundry
equipment throughout Ireland.
We carry a full range of both
light and heavy commerical
laundry equipment.
These are ideal solutions for
hotels guest houses, B&B’s
and general holiday
accommodation.

RELIANCE LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

LG Commercial Laundry
LG's Commercial Laundry Products give
you a total laundry solution including the
most suitable equipment and full support
for your business.
LG will revolutionize the way you conduct
business.
When you choose the LG Commercial
Laundry Systems, you get a total laundry
solution including the most suitable
equipment and full support for your
business.

Our Services

Supply

Install

Repair

The Beneﬁts of LG

Powder Coated machines

Tempered Glass Door

Energy Saving

Helps with Longievity and
provides and easy to clean
exterior

Less susceptible to breakages
and scratching.
Unlike competitors machines.

Our LG machines are ENERGY
STAR qualiﬁed these meet global
energy efﬁciency standards.

Embossed Inner Drum

Efﬁcient operation

Heat Treatment

Increasing surface area for
contact with the fabric.
Better for removing dirt and
stains.

With multiple dampers which
vary per machine, the LG light
commercial range is quieter
and has less vibration during a
wash cycle

The shaft connecting the drum
and motors are heat treated. This
helps protects against long term
wear and tear.

The Beneﬁts of LG

Less Residual Moisture

Liquid Dosing Connection

Large Door Openings

High spin speeds mean less
drying time. Saving you money
and helping the environment

Our Lg machines come with the
Liquid Dosing as standard. Unlike
our competitors where this is an
additional cost.

Get more in and more out.
Making loading easier and
more ergonomic

Water Regulations Compliant

Sluice available

The new range of LG machines are
compliant with Fluid Category 5.
Ensuring water compiance makes
them suitable for all businesses.

Our
machines
are
easily
programmed to ensure all types
of cycles and be created to suit
your needs.

Space saving
The LG Giant Washers and
Dryers can be stacked to
ﬁt into the smallest of
spaces.

PRODUCTS

WASH EXTRACTORS
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Atomizing system

LG's Commercial Laundry Giant C gives you
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helping soak the clothes faster. This also
reduces the length of the wash programs
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Tub Cleaning System

The LG Giant is one of the world’s bestselling Commercial washing machines. Its
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cleaning program helps you keep a clean
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TUMBLE DRYERS

LG GIANT-C+ · 10KG CAPACITY
LG GIANT-C+ DRYER

About LG Giant-C+ Dryers

AdaptAble™ Controls

Available in Gas or Electric Heated. Both
Gas and Electric Versions can be
downgraded to 13A.
The Electric dryers come with Sensor dry
technology as standard.

AdaptAble™ Controls provide the space
saving and convenience without
compromising capacity while retaining easy
to reach controls. The controls are always

Why LG Giant-C+ Dryers?

Easy Access Lint ﬁlter

The Electric dryers come with Sensor dry
technology as standard. This helps over
drying and can help prevent ﬁres.
The dryers can be stacked on top of LG
Giant C+ washers or on top of other LG
Giant C+ Dryers. Giving you and your
business ﬂexibility.

The surface of lint ﬁlter increased and
provides the easy access and cleaning
without opening door.

enough to match your needs.

to reduce frequency of cleaning.

PRODUCTS

WASH EXTRACTORS
LG TITAN-C · 15KG CAPACITY
LG TITAN

About LG Titan C
Large 15Kg drum capacity with a Gravity
drain as standard. This machine has a more
commercial DNA than the Giant C+. Its
large capacity allows it to process huge

Easy Programming
operators to choose from a variety of
and more, ensuring that all washing
requirements are met.

Why LG Titan C?
The LG Titan C is suitable for a range of
sectors. It is available to be compliant with
Fluid Category 5 and has a sluice program
trigger siganls for the detergents. Allowing
you to process all types of fabrics.

Our mission is to make customers happy
and enjoy doing laundry with LG
Commercial machines. Easy to read
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TUMBLE DRYERS

LG TITAN MAX · 15KG CAPACITY
LG TITAN MAX DRYER

About LG Titan Max Dryers
The Electric Heat version is due Late 2021.
The Electric dryers come with Sensor dry
technology as standard.

Excellent Dry Performance
Thanks to new wider big fan, air ﬂow is
improved and clothes can be dried faster
energy eﬃciency

Why LG Titan Max Dryers?

Heavy Duty Motor

The Electric dryers come with Sensor dry
technology as standard. This helps over
drying and can help prevent ﬁres.
The dryers can be stacked on top of LG
Titan washers or on top of other LG Titan
Max Dryers.
Giving you and your business ﬂexibility.

LG Commercial Dryers incorporate the

dry capacity.

LG FEATURES

Atomizing System
The Atomizing nozzle sprays fresh water
onto the clothes and the door. This helps
produces a rapid ﬁll so clothes are
soaked sooner and longer providing a
water sprays on it, reducing your burden
of cleaning any excess soap residue.

10° Tilted Drum
10°. It enables the washer to have a
higher level of water in the tub than the
water while not sacriﬁcing superior
washing performance.

3+1 HYGIENE CARE LAUNDRY SYSTEM

Step 1
Clean Tub Cycle

3-minute clean before use

Step 2
Hygiene Cycle

99.9% Hygienically clean

Step 3
Intensive Tub Cleaning Cycle
leaves the Tub squeaky clean

Step 4
Drying

Sterilize to Last Clean
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Reliance Laundry Equipment

Dublin: 01 691 8801
Galway: 091 398 171
Mobile: 086 088 3634

Reliance Equipment
info@reliancelaundryequipment.ie

The Mall, Tuam,
Co. Galway
H54 T026

www.reliancelaundryequipment.ie

